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passion for orchids and quilting.  At that time, there were
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she started digitizing her own orchid embroidery designs.
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Personalized Meanders.
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Introduction

We will be creating a fitted personalized meander today.
This Addendum assumes that you have experience with the “Meander Anything Template” in the Art and
Stitch Library.

The objectives are to:

1. Create your own meander with simple art objects inserted in the meander path.
2. To personalize the meander with text inserted in an object.
3. To create a template in which to design your meander. You will also use the “Placeholder” found in

the Art and Stitch “Meander Anything” template.
4. Create your own elements for the meander path.
5. Use help lines to determine stitch direction and for placement of the text.
6. To use guidelines to allow accurate placement of start and stop of the meander.

Once you learn how to personalize a quilt meander, you will be able to personalize using different shapes,
names or words. We plan to quilt the project using an edge to edge design that we will create and
personalize with the quilt recipient’s name. For this exercise, we will pretend that we made a quilt for “Mia”
using two or more shapes in the meander. (You can use any name that you wish.)

Create a folder called “Fitted Personalized Meander Lesson.”  Save each step along the way so that if you
need to stop for some reason, you can go back to the last saved step. All files should be saved in the
“.ANS” format.  Do not close any pages unless you are directed to do so. When the project is completed,
save it in the “.ANS” format and then in the quilting format for your computerized quilt machine.

In this project, we will use a heart, a name, a motif, straight lines, a curved line extension and design
elements for the meander path.
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Template

Open a new page. Turn the Snap to Grid on. From the Artwork Toolbar, select the Line tool. Create a black
box 18 inches wide and 10 inches high.  Center the box.  This will be a frame within which we will create
a meander.  The next step will be to create a template that fits within the box. Use the Three-point arc tool
to create a red horizontal, curved line.  We are going to use the vertical and horizontal grid lines to locate
points to create the curved line. Each pair of numbers is a point on the curve.  Along the top of the screen,
find the “-9.”  Left click on the intersection of “-9” (along the top of the screen) and “4” along the left side
of the screen.  This  is your first point.  Then find “-6” along the top of the screen.  Move the cursor to where
the “-6” and the horizontal “5” lines intersect - that is your second left click.

Continue to left clicking on the intersections of (-3,4), (0,3), (3,4), (6,5), ending on (9,4). Right click to end
the pattern.

Here’s an image of the curved line - in Reshape mode so that you can see the points:

The red line should touch the edges of the top and sides of the black box.  Copy and paste a second red
line so that it touches the bottom and sides of the box.  Next, create a similar, red, vertical curved line and
place it on the left edge, inside of the box.  Copy and paste the copy inside the right edge of the box. Turn
Snap to Grid off.  Now, copy the bottom line and paste it just outside the bottom of the box by 1/4 inch.
Color this line green.  Then copy the left vertical line, change its color to green and paste this green line
just ¼ inch outside the box on the left.

All of these lines are guidelines only and will be removed after the meander is completed.

You now have a curvy template
with an “aisle” on the bottom and
the left.  This aisle will give you
space between connected
meanders and allow you to place
objects touching the inner lines.
Save this as “Meander
Template.” The meander
pictured below has a distance
between centers of 8.25
vertically and 18.25 horizontally.
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To test that it will allow a continuous line, try a practice repeat of 2 by 2. Do not save the repeat.

Click on the Library button and from the folder “Panto-E2E” select “Meandering Anything”. We are going
to use only the red Placeholders, not the line segments. Go to Sequence View and delete the blue lines.

I want you to move the red circles (Placeholders). If the circles are grouped, ungroup them by right clicking
on the group in Sequence View and selecting ungroup. Select each placeholder individually and move it
into a pleasing position.  Two large ones should remain outside of the template. You may resize them
individually or rotate them at any time.  If there are too many circles for your project, you can delete the
extras.
Save as Meander Template2.

Template - cont’d
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Adding Text and Shapes

Open a new Design Page again and click on the Library button. From  the folder “Block Patterns” choose
the “Heart” shape.
Click another time on the Library button and from the folder “Quilt Alphabet and Text” choose “Quilters
Script”.

Select and move the heart shape up and away from the alphabet.

We are going to create a name and then insert it into the heart and then insert the heart and name into
the meander on the still open Meander Design Page.

In the alphabets on the Design Page select each letter needed for your text and drag it towards the heart.
In this exercise capital “M”, lower case “i” and lower case “a”. Select and delete the rest of the alphabets
and numbers. If - for your own text - you would need a letter twice, simply duplicate it.
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Use the Navigator to zoom in on “Mia.”  Drag each letter to sit on a grid line, almost touching the letter
next to it.  Select the group of letters by dragging a marquee around them.  Change the color of the “Mia”
group to orange.
The name is still selected. Now find the “Connect” icon in the Artwork Toolbar.  Click on the “Connect” tool
and the letters will create a continuous line. However, the connections may not be perfect.  Drag “Mia”
inside the heart, enlarge and rotate it as needed.

Take the Reshape tool. You should be able to see the connection points.  If two nodes are on top of each
other, click on one node and delete it.  If the nodes do not create a smooth line, click on the node that
looks out of place and delete it.
Now “select all” and copy.  Paste the heart/name onto the meander page in the upper left corner on top
of a red circle.  While it is still selected, resize and rotate the heart/name as needed. Then remove the red
circle.
Right click on the numbers at the top of the page and drag a guideline into position. Mine is about 1 inch
down from the top edge of the template.

We will use a helper line to place the name
in the heart. The design will start at the outer
left where the outer template line crosses
the guideline and will end at the beginning
of the letter “M” inside of the heart. Create
this line with the Three-point Arc tool.  Start
the helper on the left and end it just before
the loop that starts the “M.”  Select the
helper line.  Take the Reshape tool.  Click
on the red node on the helper line.  While
holding the red node, press letter “t” on the
keyboard and drag the red node on top of
the start of the “M”.  The lines should turn
pink and the two elements, the helper line
and the “M” will be tied together.

Next Select the heart.  At the point where the end of the “a” would cross the heart line, cause a split in the
heart line.  Then tie the “a” to the upper part of the heart line split.

Adding Text and Shapes - cont’d
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Now, let’s pretend that Mia loves cats and we wish to sprinkle the meander with cats.  Go to the Library
and open the “Emb Accuquilt Go Shapes.”  Select the cat (“55067 Calico Cat”).  Move it to an open space.
Go to Sequence View and expand the cat. Delete the box that goes around the cat.  Next, select the cat
and take the Reshape tool.  You will see that it has many points and all of them are not necessary.  The
stitching will be smoother as the points are reduced.
So, select the cat and right click inside of the cat Marquee. Choose “Simplify Smoothen.” Click on “OK.”
You will see that the number of points has been greatly reduced. See images below:

Right click on the center of the bottom line of the cat and choose, “Split line.”  Drag the red point and the
green point downward.  Move the two nodes on either side of the split to the center. The red and green
points will allow the cat to be tied to the meander.

Select the cat and drag it into one of the red circles outside of the meander box. Resize it to fit
inside the circle with the split lines on top of the inverted “v” of the circle.

Adding Text and Shapes - cont’d
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Adding Connecting Lines

Next, we are going to populate all of the circles with cats. Right click on the cat to select it.  A menu will
pop up.  Select “Power Copy.” Put the cursor on the beginning of an arrow in a circle inside the meander.
Drag the cursor along the arrow, to place the cat in the circle. Right click when you are satisfied with the
placement. Populate each circle inside the template.  (If you do this in the sequence that you will connect
the circles, it will save a step later.)

Now it is time to add connecting lines. Again, select a color to use in creating line segments (Purple). From
the library, you may want to copy the circle loops (in the Panto section) and/or the spiral from under the
from the artwork shapes tab.  You may also create a few of your own circles with loops of your own.
(These can also be easily re-sized or rotated to fit in the meander path. You may find it easier to do this
here rather than on the fly within the template.) If you place these elements in the correct sequence for
stitching, it will save a step later.  If not, you will make connections by hand.)  Begin creating/copying lines
to go from one cat to the next.  You may use some of them more than once.  You will almost certainly
need additional curved or straight lines.

When all of the circles have cats in them,
delete the red circles both inside and
outside of the meander. Delete the cat
outside the template as well.

Adding Text and Shapes - cont’d
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Delete the Placeholders and any doodles that are still on the design page. Now it is time to connect all of
the lines and cats.  Using Sequence View, you can check that each cat is in the correct sequence.  Then
check that each line element is in sequence. If each element is in the correct sequence, then select all
items and click on “Connect Objects.”  If not, then, in sequence, connect each line and cat in order by tying
each segment in order. Then, delete the template lines and box.

Finishing Up

Select the entire design. Go to Repeat and see how well the repeats fit together.  I set my distances as
8.25 inches apart vertically and 18.25 inches apart horizontally.  If changes need to be made, undo the
repeat and tweak any parts that you are not satisfied with.

For each completed meander, remove the Template lines before you proceed.   Select all. Click on
black to change the color of the entire design. Then click on the “Connect” tool to connect all objects.  Use
the Navigator slider to enlarge the design.  Click “Reshape.” Using the Navigator, magnify each
connection point between the heart, name and meander lines and between each shape and the meander
lines.  Remove one of two doubled points where necessary.

Turn the design into stitches and watch it stitch out. If you are satisfied with the design, save as the name
and meander.  In this case, save as “Mia Cat Meander.” Save again in your machine format.  You have
now completed the fitted personalized meander. For quilting with a computer guided program, you can
use the “Fitted Meander” as an edge to Edge design. Hopefully, you can follow these steps to create your
own unique meanders.
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Below is the finished product.  Two rows of two repeats.

Now think about using these techniques to create a personalized border.  For a baby quilt, you might insert
“Bundle of Joy”  in the  border itself.

Finishing Up - cont’d
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